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Build a Wor(l)d with ‘ing’  

Helen Wheeler, The Portico Library, 2nd – 31st October 2015 

     
‘Agile Froot’ Helen Wheeler, 2014, Digital Image       Taken from the Portico Library Collection 

      ‘Glass globe cracked by internal pressure’ 

      Plate XIX, J  Nasmyth, The Moon, 1874 

Free preview evening: Friday 2nd October, 2015, 5-8pm 

Open Monday to Saturday until 31st October (full opening times at theportico.org.uk) 

Award-winning contemporary artist Helen Wheeler creates fragile, functionless objects, frozen in a state of 

imminent change or collapse, which explore the relationships between mortality, the body and science. For 

the Portico Library’s October 2015 exhibition, Helen will show a selection of new and existing work that 

responds to the two-hundred-year-old library and its collection. 

 “Enquiry, experimentation and reflection are key components of my practice and are concepts which I feel are 

embodied by the Portico Library's extensive nineteenth century collection. With works by authors such 

as Faraday, Kant, Nasmyth and Dante, the diverse subject matter encompassed in this historic building has 

been highly inspirational to me and has influenced my choice of work for this exhibition.” 

Incorporating themes relating to aesthetics, science and landscape and encompassing drawing, sculpture, 

photography and painting, Helen’s work for this exhibition is informed by ideas of experimentation and 

exploration in the library’s collection. Her sculptures utilise natural forces such as gravity and magnetism 

within their creation and explore the potential for change over time, whilst attempting to preserve their fragile 

qualities, echoing the conservation nature of the Portico library.  Her work frequently draws parallels with 

nature on both a macro and micro scale, referring to elements of the sublime and for this exhibition also 

connects to a sense of history, preservation and restoration sensitive to the Portico’s environment and 

collection. 

Wheeler won the 2013 NADFAS North West Bursary Award for Fine Art and was also the recipient of the 

Leonard James Little Fine Art Prize. Since then, she has continued her studies at Manchester School of Art 

where she is currently reading for an MFA in Fine Art. 

For more information contact James Moss, Portico Library, 0161 236 6785, gallery@theportico.org.uk 
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‘Alpha Gamma’ Helen Wheeler, 2013, Plaster, Iron & Glass    Taken from the Portico Library Collection  

   ‘Normal Lunar Crater’ Plate XXI, J Nasmyth, The Moon, 1874 


